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El Nifio: A coupled responseto radiative heating?
De-Zheng Sun
NOAA-CIRES/Climate DiagnosticsCenter, Boulder,CO
Abstract.

The very existenceof E1 Nifio - the oscilla-

The

tory behavior of the tropical Pacific climate - may be
dueto the warmth of the tropics(relativeto the coldness
of the high latitudes). This is elucidatedby subjecting
a mathematical model for the coupled tropical oceanatmospheresystemto a varying radiative heating. The
temperatureof the deepoceanis kept fixed. In response
to an increasingradiative heating, the coupledsystem
first experiencesa pitch-fork bifurcation that breaks the
zonal symmetry imposedby the solar radiation. The resultingzonal seasurfacetemperature(SST) gradients
increasewith increasesin the radiative heating. When
the zonal SST gradientsexceeda critical value, a Hopf
bifurcation takes place which brings the systemto an
oscillatory state, a state that closelyresemblesthe observedtropical Pacific climate. Further increasesin the
radiative heating result in increasesin the magnitude
of the oscillation. The results shed new light on the
physicsof E1 Nifio and suggestthat climate changedue
to anthropogenicforcing may occur through the same
dynamic modesthat sustainnatural variability.

Model

Focusingon the two fundamentalfeaturesof the tropical Pacific climate, the zonal SST contrast and ENSO,
we may reduce the coupledocean-atmosphereto a loworder systemthrough spatial truncation (Neelin 1991,
Sun and Liu 1996). The resultingmodel is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. The model for the equatorial oceanis a shallowwater model embeddinga mixed

layerwith a fixeddepth. FollowingSunand Liu (1996),
the surfaceoceanis divided into two regionswith equal
areas: the westernsurfaceocean(120 E-155 W) and
the easternsurfaceocean(155W-70W). They are represented respectively by two boxes with temperature
T• and T2. The atmosphereis approximatedby a linear feedbacksystemwhosesurfacewinds are driven by
SST gradientsand whosethermal effect is to force the
surface ocean to reach a thermodynamic equilibrium
(Neelin1991,Sun and Liu 1996).
With these approximations,the heat budget for the
two surfaceboxesover time t may be written as
dT1
dt

= c(Te- T•) + sq(T2- T•)

(1)

Introduction
dT•

A prominent feature of the tropical Pacific climate

dt = c(Te
- T2)+ q(Tsub
- T2)

(2)

is the E1 Nifio-SouthernOscillation(ENSO), a phenomenoncharacterized
by periodicweakening/strength-The twotermsonthe righthandof Eqs. (1) and (2) repeningof the zonalSST contrast(Philander1990). Cli- resent respectively the effect of the local heat flux into
the oceanand the effectof advectionby oceancurrents.
matic fluctuations world-wide have been associated with
Te is the SST the ocean would attain in the absence of

ENSO (Rasmusson
andWallace1983). Previousstudies
of ENSO have attributed

the oceancurrents. Oceanictransport tends to cool the
surfaceocean and therefore T• is the maximum SST the

the existence of ENSO to the

interactionbetweenthe atmosphereand ocean(Bjerk-

nes 1969, Zebiak and Cane 1987, Battisti 1988, Suarez tropical ocean can attain. c is a constant that measures

in removinga
and Schopf1988, Neelin 1991, Jin 1996). Whether the the efficiencyof atmosphericprocesses
basin-wide
SST
anomaly.
The
value
of
T• is proporexistenceof ENSO is in any important way related to
tional
to
the
greenhouse
effect
and
the
solar
radiation
the intensity of radiative heating is unclear. It is the

w whereW istheupwelling
(SunandLiu1996).q- •11'

purpose of this letter to elucidate that ENSO also re-

sultsfrom the warmth of the tropics,or moreaccurately, velocity and H1 is the depth of the mixed layer. Zonal
to be a fractionof the total upwelling
from the dynamic tension betweenthe warmth that the flowis assumed
and
this
fraction
is measuredby s. The value of q is
solar radiation and greenhouseeffect attempt to create
given by
and the coldness that the subsurface ocean tries to re-

q - -(T• - T2)

tain. We will show that ocean-atmosphereinteraction
is a necessary,but not sufficient condition for the birth

wherec•measures
the sensitivityof wind-stress
to changes
in the SST gradients, a definesthe adjustment time

of E1 Nifio.

scale of the ocean currents to surface winds.
Copyright1997by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.

(3)

In deriv-
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ing Eq. (3), we have assumedthat the surfacewind
stressis proportional to the zonal SST gradients and
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that the strength of ocean currents is proportional to
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Figure 2. Equilibrium solutionsof the coupledsystem
as a function of T•. The value for To is fixed at 17.3ø C.

Deep
ocean

The correspondingdifferencesbetween T• and To are
also marked in the figure. Dashed lines indicate that
the solution exists, but unstable. Parameters used are:

I

• - 300days,
• - 3.0 x 10-8 K-•s -• ,
k - 150days,;
¾
•oa - 11.5mK-• , H* - 65 m, H• - 50 m, and
¾•H•.

Figure 1. A schematicdiagram for the coupledmodel.
Solid arrows represent the zonal branch of the equatorial wind-driven circulation constituted by the upwelling in the east Pacific, the westward surfacedrift,
and the equatorial undercurrent. The dashedarrow rep-

z0 = 75 m.

cificfrom its referencevalue H. H2 - H-

resents the surface winds.

H•. b-

ck

L•

where ck is the speedof the first baroclinic Kelvin wave

the surfacewindstress(SunandLiu 1996).Ts•0in Eq.

and Lx is the half width of the basin.Eq. (7) is an ap-

,I)(z) vertically(Zebiakand Cane1987)we have

Equilibrium

(2) is the temperature
of the waterupwelled
intothe proximate way to representthe slow adjustment of the
thermoclinedepth to its equilibrium value determined
mixedlayer. Using•(z) to representthe temperature
by the surface wind-stress and mass conservation. r
profile of the subsurfaceupper oceanin the absenceof
windsand assumingthat the effectof zonal variation of definesthe time scaleof this slowadjustment(or the
the upper oceandepth is simply to displacethe profile memoryof the upperocean)(Jin 1996).
Ts,0 - •(-H•

+ h2 )

(4)

Solutions

Fig. 2 showsthe equilibrium SST of the coupledsysThe value of T• for the present
climate is about 29.5øC, as indicated by the observation

whereh2' is the deviation
of the depthof the upper tem as a function of T•.
eastern Pacific ocean from its reference value H.

H is

the depth of the upper oceanwhen there are no winds. that the heat flux into the warmest part of the tropical
ß (z) may be parameterizedas follows,
Pacificoceanis nearlyzero(Ramanathan
et al. 1995).
Starting from a much colder Te than the value for the
observedclimate•the coupledsystemhasno zonalSST
gradients.The SST increaseslinearly with increasesin
where T0 is a referencetemperature for defining the
T•. Zonal SST gradientsare developedafter T• reaches
warmth of the tropics. H* and z0 are constants that
25.5øC. The SST gradientsincreasequicklywith furhave the unit of depth. T0 may be interpreted as the
ther increases
in T•. The increases
in the SST gradients
temperature of 'the equatorial deep ocean. The basic
are mainlydueto increases
in T•. When T• exceedsapphysicsembodiedin Eq. (5) is that the vertical temperature gradients in the equatorial ocean result from
'(a)'
a competitionbetweenatmosphericheatingfrom above
31
T1
and upwellingof cold water from below. The exponen•,• 29 ••
tial form is based on observations(Zebiak and Cane
1987) and is alsoconsistentwith resultsfrom theoreti25
•
23
T2
cal and numericalmodelsof the thermocline(Verdiere
70
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1988, Munk 1966). The variationsof the depth of the
Time (year)

•(z)-Te-Te-Tø
' +z0)) (5)
2 (1- tanh(ZH.

upperocean(or the thermocline)are governedby the

followingequations,
,

,

51

'• 20

H• H a (T• T2)
l dh•_ -h•, + 2H2

r dt -

(7)
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Figure •. Oscillations at T• - 29.•øC, a value corre-

Eq. (6) representsthe balancebetweenthe zonal pres- spondingto the observedclimate. (a)' variationsof T•
sure gradients and the zonal wind stress. h• is the
(b)- vition
of
deviation of the upper ocean depth in the western Pa-

line is anomalies of T2.
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•

to retain (T,0). The dissipationis from the mechanical

Te- Tb= 12.7øC
Te- Tb= 12.2øC

and thermal damping. The thermal damping depends

on the radiative feedbacks(Sun and Liu 1996). It is

28

readily shownthat the first bifurcation takes place when
R=I. This is easy to understand becausethe driving
force has to be strong enough to overcomedissipation
in order to create and maintain a steady circulation.

26
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Thesecond
bifurcation
takesplacewhenR - Rc •-- c__
A

7b ' 7• ' 7• ' 7•5 ' 7• ' 8b ' 8•
Time (year)

where C is a parameter whosevalue dependsonly on the

Figure 4. Oscillationsof T2 at Te: 29.5ø C (solidline) valuesof s and5. For s=•,
1 rr - •1 (the valuesusedin
and Te = 30ø C (dashedline). The valuefor To is fixed Fig. 2), C is about I (Fig. 5). C increaseswith inat 17.3ø C. An increasein the magnitudeof oscillation
can also be created by reducing the value of To while
keepingthe value of Te fixed.

creasesin either s or 5. As long as s • 0, C remains a

finite value evenwhen the oceanhas no memory (i.e.,
• C-1 .5 for
r - c• or 5 - c•). Forexample,
with s=•,
5 - c•. It is easyto showthat or,
ub--_ AR. Therefore,
OT2

proximately 29.2øC, a Hopf bifurcation takes place and
when the circulation in equilibrium is perturbed by a
the coupled system starts to oscillate. Oscillations at

coolingin T2* in the amount of-5T2, the corresponding changein T•u•* will be -ARST•*. A decreasein

Te = 29.5øCare plottedin Fig. 3. The oscillations

have a period of about 4 years with a slight westward
Ts• enhancesthe cooling effect of the upwelling upon
phasetilt (Fig. 3a). The variationsof the depth of
T•. When AR is sufficientlylarge, the enhancedcooling
the thermocline
in the eastern half of the ocean also
from the upwellingis able to overcomethe opposingeflead slightly the variationsof SST in that region (Fig.
fect from the accompanyingincreasein the surfaceheat
3b). All these featuresagreewell with those of obflux and consequentlythe initial cooling in T• will be
servedENSO (Rasmusson
and Carpenter1982, Wang
further amplified. The instability is an oscillatory one
andFang1996). The zonalSST contrastat Te = 29.5øC
is somewhat

smaller

than

observed.

Further

increases

because after some time, the decreasein Ts• is slowed
down and eventually stopped by the adjustment of Tx to

in Te result in increasesin the magnitude of the oscilchangesin the coolingfrom the zonal advectionand by
lation with relatively little changein the corresponding
the adjustment of hi to changesin the zonal SST contime mean (Fig. 4).
trast. The correspondingsaturation and decreasein the
coolingfrom the upwellingallowsthe surfaceheating to
The Physics of ENSO
catch up to stop and eventually reversethe cooling in
To understand the physicsof the two bifurcations in T•. In short, critical for the instability of the steady
Fig. 2, wereplace(5) by a linearprofilesothat Eq. (4) circulation is that the temperature of the upwelled wacan be written as,
ter depends strongly on the strength of the flow rate
T,•o - T,o + ''h2
(S) (i.e., a large A) and that the flow rate (or the thermal

whereTs0- ATe+ (1- A)Tband

He

and -/* are numerical constantsthat are related to z0

and H* in Eq. (5). Eq. (8) may be regardedas a
first order approximationof Eq. (5) with Ts0 and
being respectivelythe characteristictemperature and
the lapse rate of the upper subsurfaceocean. With Eq.
(8) for T, ub, the coupledsystemhas qualitativelythe
same behavior as shownin Fig. 2.
We non-dimensionalize
Eqs. (1), (2), (3), (6), (7),
%-%

forcingthat drivesthe flow) is sufficientlylargerelative
to the thermal and mechanicaldamping (i.e., a large
R). A similarmechanismis responsible
for the onsetof
oscillationin the Lorenzsystem(Lorenz1963)whichis
a low-order approximationof Rayleigh-B6nardconvection. Thus, fundamentally, ENSO arisesfrom an intensifiedcompetitionbetweenthe warmingeffectsfrom the
atmosphereand the coolingeffectsfrom the subsurface
ocean. Further intensification of this competition by

increasingthe differencesbetweenTe and Tb resultsin

and(8) by introducing
r - ct, q* - •, T• : %-%o'
T•- T:-%
-- %•-% h2 - -•- andhi =
!

nl
Afternon-dimensionalization,
wefindthat the dyH2'
namic behavior of the system is determined by four

non-dimensional
parameters:
R- -(%-%o),AH•
H•
ac
r and s.
(where
p- 5--•=
(1+ •) andn- •),
a½

The non-dimensionalparameter R is analogousto the
Rayleigh number in the classicalproblem of Rayleigh-

.4

''"--_

AR= 1

B•nard convection(Rayleigh 1916). It measureshow
hard the systemis driven, relative to the dissipation. In
0 • ........ i'6....... •'6....... •'6....... •'6 ....... •0
R
the presentcase,the driving force for the circulationis
from the dynamic tensionbetweenthe warmth that the Figure 5. The critical value of R at which the Hopf
greenhouseeffect and the solar radiation tend to create bifurcation
takesplaceasa function
of A. s - •i .and
1
(Te) and the coolnessthat the subsurfaceoceantries 5-•. i The dashed line is for R- x'

increasesin the magnitudeof the oscillation(Fig. 4). and natural variability may be much more convolutedin

Notealsothat A -• b-2 - (L'
•-•)2. Therefore
thecriti- the Earth's climate record than a simple superposition

calvalueof R or Tefortheonset
ofoscillation
(•) is
inversely proportional to the width of the basin. This

of two independent signals.
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Discussion

The non-dimensional analysis also reveals that it is
the differencebetween Te and Tb, not the absolute value
of either of them that determines the strength of the
zonal SST contrast and the magnitude of E1 Nifio. This
result raisesan interesting prospect for the responseof
the tropical Pacific climate to an enhancedgreenhouse
effect which is that the responsemay depend on the
time-scale of concern. Before the equatorial deep ocean
feels the enhancedthermal forcing, the zonal SST contrast and the magnitude of ENSO will increasewith increasesin the greenhouseeffect. When the temperature
of the equatorial deep ocean equilibrates with the SST
of the polar oceans,increasesin Tb may eventually exceed the increasesin Te, and correspondinglythe magnitude of ENSO may start to decrease.To addressthis
interesting prospect rigorously is beyond the purpose
of this letter which is mainly to illustrate that ENSO
is a thermally forced oscillation. The reader can easily verify, however, that increasingthe value of Tb by
1 øC or more while keeping Te fixed to the value of
29.5ø(7 results in a tropical Pacific climate that has no
E1 Nifio. Correspondingly,when trying to understand
why a particular past climate has no ENSO or a different SST contrast, one has to measure the warmth of
the tropics relative to the coolnessof the high latitudes.
In the same vein, one possible explanation for the reduced zonal

SST

contrast

and the absence of ENSO

during the relatively warmer period of mid and early

Holocene(Sandweisset al. 1996) is that the temperature of the high latitudes increasedmore than the SST
of the warm pool. For the same reason,we suspectthat
the reducedmagnitude of ENSO found by Knutson and

Manabe (1994) in their equilibriumrunsof a globalcoupled model may be due to a reduced differencebetween
Te and T• causedby the polar amplificationof the global
warming. The contradiction between the results from
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